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Nathaniel Read Silver (born January 13, 1978) is an American statistician and writer who analyzes baseball
(see sabermetrics) and elections (see psephology).He is the founder and editor-in-chief of FiveThirtyEight
and a Special Correspondent for ABC News.. Silver first gained public recognition for developing PECOTA, a
system for forecasting the performance and career development of Major ...
Nate Silver - Wikipedia
3 The Philippine offshoring and outsourcing sectorâ€™s total revenues grew by 17% in 2013 to USD15.5
billion, supported by 900,000 direct jobs.
Doing business in the Philippines - SGV & Co.
Over the next few weeks, we shall dive into the exciting field of Dividends â€“ the magical stream of free
money that companies pay you just for owning their stocks. In simpler times (i.e., those before 1960), this
stream of dividends was the primary reason anyone would even consider owning ...
Guest Posting from Dividend Mantra : What is Dividend
The historical content of the Galt Mile Community Associationâ€™s Web Site is catalogued and chronicled in
these archives. This content is comprised of articles and anecdotes that are no longer current, but may be
useful from a historical perspective.
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